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Why we need Gaianoah™

QIcoin(qiù) :

The idea of the Gaianoah™ enterprise come from the awarness state we actually share, from societal goodwilling
behaviours, saying each others that promoting/practicing Qi gong gymnastic - energy breathing art (NJBA)
gymnastic - must empower societies calls for friendliness, sports, turism, wellbeing consumption,
(01)
+ Gaianoah™ is carring microeconomic and autochtone values,
+ Qi gong fu, as practice of energy breading art (NJBA), is known as the base of every martial arts,
+ The "Club Gaia" turism and local clubs, discussed below, are taking care of the wellness activities,
+

The Gaia QIcoin(qiù) label : life quality label, is a quality label for goods and services offered on local
territories, using a Android apk with QR code and W3W GPS API, a geographical referencing system is set,
(02) providing access to wellbeing products and services, promoting life quality (individual, social, economic),
+ The QR code is used to prove the origin and the veracity of the "Gaia" QIcoin(qiù) label products and services,
in the form of a Oracle GPS secure shell (SSH) cryptographic key, with parity check,
+

+ The QIcoin(qiù)
Clubs Gaia)

(03)

Tokens is released for investissements purpose and internal uses(Gaia Qicoin(qiù) label, turism and social

ICO Investors will receive at a post stage, a secure electronic tradable card, giving them 10 to 20% discount on
all our services/products - that secure electronic card is available for any Gaianoah™ services/products users, as a
(QIcoin(qiù) Token / other crypto-currencies / fiat) wallet and for bounties records management(like the Club
+

Gaia Android apk)

Teenagers(13 to 19 years old) under legal approbation from their parents, guardian, will received freely per day, on
their Club Gaia Android apk, up to 2USDT or equivalent amount(regarding OMS advice), from the Gaianoah™ society
market exchange and services/products tax, incomes,
+

(04)

Using the Club Gaia's Android apk and secure electronic card, you will have access all time long to, bounty,
goody, faucet, game, discount, local area "capture the flag", stars reviewing and more, in the path to promote the
Qicoin(qiù) Tokens, to asses Gaianoah™ deontologic valors,
+

ICO market :
The QIcoin(qiù) Token, phonetic : \tchikwɛ\̃ abreviation : (qiù)
wellness your holidays, wellness your power consumption, wellness freedom !
(05)

Available investment supply : 51 millions QIcoin(qiù)
Soft Cap is reached at 5.1 millions tokens sold,
ICO end when the 51 millions tokens had been sold or finally drawn to participants
Price per token is 0.25USDT : 400 QIcoin(qiù) for a 100USDT,
All payment are done in ETH, only from a ETH wallet address, like MyEtherWallet or MetaMask
The Qicoin(qiù) token will be directly released on your ETH wallet after Soft Cap had been reached,
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Gaianoah™ "Club Gaia" :
Why we need Gaianoah™ "Club Gaia", including Club Gaia holiday center and club Gaia local center,
Gainaoah™ aim is to purpose to every body (child, teenager, adult, senior, student, social minima, employee, leader, retired)
holiday's budget, with all-inclusive packages : sports, nature, food and friendliness, following microeconomic and
autochtone values,
Our leitmmotiv : wellness your holidays !
Club Gaia holiday village :
The Club Gaia holiday villages 03 pillars are access to innovative sports, exceptional geographical sites within
all-inclusive packages,
+ Club Gaia is taking care of you from home, to the selected holidays resort,
+ Each member is able to access to all the activities, without time limitation or participation obligation,
+ Dedicated activities are lead for children and teenager,
+ Young children caring area are freely available to parents,
+ Personal "GO", or "Gentils Organisateurs" (Gentle Organizer) are devoted to your holidays,
Some dedicated needs or wishes during your holidays ? They should be satisfied, simply ask our Club Gaia
"GO"
Regarding your holydays program selection, Club Gaia will bring you in its own holiday villages but will also
purpose its partnership's combinaison with hotel, B&B (bed & breakfast), camping club, P2P (peer to peer) guest
house/guest room, mobile home, camping ground,
Dedicated journey are available for individual, group or enterprise, with a unique project or a pick from our list,
Club Gaia local center :
The Club Gaia local centers 03 pillars are access to friendliness, Qi gong gymnastic, healthy food advice and
a medico-social desk, for a popular fee,
+ Available in your own area, the local Club Gaia is held by a QI gong certified instructor, licensed by state, QI
gong gymnastic bring us better health, better feeling, professionnal/friendliness blooming, it could be pratcice
inside, outside, at home and at the club, per exemple, on a lovely day, a instructor let you know that she comes
to your nearest place or square, where a gymnastic train is freely available, from 09H00 to 11H30,
+ Healthy food advice are given by a nutritionist expert, carring our QIcoin(qiù) label that is following
microeconomic and autochtone values, in partnership with local dealers : farm, restaurant, workshop, shop,
wellness center,
+ The socio-medical desk is a room where a social worker could listen to you and could link you, if needed and
wanted, to the appropriate professional person,
+ Club Gaia is a social club where nature, arts, gastronomic drives are sympathetically organised,
Dedicated activities are lead for children and tennager,
The all inclusives packages allow you to participate to all the activities for a very cheap fee, like on a minimum
provide, 05 to 10 eur/usd for a monthly QI gong training,
The Club Gaia local center aim, within a deep concept of public service organisation, is to be used by a general
public (folks),
A project nursery desk is open, with a dedicated tab to VR (virtual reality) mechanical systems enthousiasts, On a,
self provided or built with us, project scope, dedicated journey are available for individual, group or enterprise,
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Accountancy scope :
(on built)

See ICO market page 02, soft cap is reached at 5.1 million QIcoin(qiù) Token sold,
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Disclaimer :
+ Please read carefully this disclaimer section carefully.
+ If you are in any doubt as to what you should do, consult your legal, financial, tax or other professional
advisor(s). The information below may not be exhaustive and does not imply a contractual relationship.
+ While we have made every effort to ensure that all information in this whitepaper is accurate and up to date, the
material in no way constitutes professional advice.
+ Gaianoah™ does not guarantee and accepts no legal liability whatsoever arising from or connected to, the
accuracy, reliability, currency or, completeness of the information in this whitepaper.
+ Investors and potential Gaianoah™ Token holders should seek appropriate independent professional advice prior
to relying on or, entering into any commitment or transaction based on information published in this whitepaper,
which is purely published for reference purposes.
+ Gaianoah™ Tokens are not intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction.
+ This whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute
an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction.
+ Gaianoah™ does not provide any opinion on advice to acquire, exchange or, otherwise transact with Gaianoah™
Token and this white paper shall not form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with any contract or
investment decision.
+No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment in relation to the sale and purchase of
Gaianoah™ Token, no cryptocurrency is to be accepted on the basis of this whitepaper.
+ The primary purpose of acquiring Gaianoah™ Tokens is for the use of Gaianoah™ services/products.
+ While Gaianoah™ has a system in place that may result in the growth in value of Gaianoah™ Token and a
secondary market for Gaianoah™ Token may be available, Gaianoah™ does not take legal responsibility for any
loss in value of Gaianoah™ Token.
+ Please understand that the Gaianoah™ Token is not a security, but meant for use within the Gaianoah™
ecosystem for the use of Gaianoah™ services/products.
+ Gaianoah™ Token may have no value and there is no guarantee or representation of liquidity for Gaianoah™
Token.
+ Gaianoah™ and its representatives are not and shall not be responsible for or liable for the market value of
Gaianoah™ Token, the transferability and/or liquidity of Gaianoah™ Token and/or the availability of any market
for Gaianoah™ Token through third parties or otherwise.
Important :
+ Citizens and residents (tax or otherwise) of the following countries, are not eligible to purchase Gaianoah™
Tokens.
+ This countries are (avalaible to change) : USA, Australia, Canada, China, Singapore, Iran.
+ This include the natural person, residing in the above countries or any entity organized or
incorporated under the laws of this countries.
+ However, if you are unsure of the regulatory requirements for your country, which could change, consult your
legal or financial advisor.
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